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Preface (First Edition)
This book began as part of a research project on Carl Barks. In various interviews Barks had referred to the “Landon correspondence course in cartooning”
he’d taken when he was sixteen. Fascinated, I tried to find a copy of Landon’s
course. After a couple of years of searching on eBay and other auction houses
– where I was only able to find partial copies – I finally tracked down a complete copy from a New York rare book dealer. In the meantime, my research
revealed that more than a few cartoonists from Barks’s generation had taken
the Landon course. Landon was mentioned so often in various interviews with
different cartoonists that in at least one interview, the question “did you take
the course?” was asked as a joke. It seemed that everyone knew about Landon
yet the only information I could find on him – or his course – was anecdotal. I
was amazed there wasn’t more information – in book form – about a cartoonist
of Landon’s stature, a pioneer who had the kind of impact on comics that Landon
seems to have had.
I spent the next year researching every source I could find – combing through
bookstores and libraries, online and digital collections, auctions and message
boards. Everything I found has been collected in this book. We’re still missing
important biographical information on Landon and logistical information on his
course. Did the course end with his death? How many students did he teach? It
is my hope that the first edition of this book will stir up some interest and help
bring to light more details from Landon’s life. A second edition can hopefully fill
in some of the gaps.

Acknowledgements (First Edition)
Researching this book was a joy because it gave me the chance to read through
a large amount of comics related literature. I’m heavily indebted to the comics
scholarship done by others, and in fact, this book would have been impossible
without the great work done by R. C. Harvey, Jud Hurd, Bill Blackbeard, Moira Davison Reynolds, Michael Barrier, Donald Ault, Bruce Hamilton, Richard
Marschall, Roy Paul Nelson, Mark Arnold, Thomas Inge, David Kunzle, Jim
Whiting, Jim Amash, Jamie Coville, Ron Goulart, and Maurice Horn. I’m also
indebted to the comic creators who shared their memories and insights in so
many useful and informative articles and interviews: Carl Barks, Floyd Gottfredson, Art Spiegelman, Mort Walker, Bill Holman, Gill Fox, Milton Caniff,
Sid Couchey, and Roy Crane. And, of course, C. N. Landon.
Thanks to Donald V. Cook for sending me copies of his fanzine The Funnies
Paper. Cook’s fanzines were especially useful in providing biographical information on Landon that I could find nowhere else. Cook and his contributors
were also able to provide additional and valuable information on Landon’s students. Also, thanks to David House: His love of writing, publishing, and his
skills as a professional journalist, proofreader and editor, have shaped this work
immensely. See his work at www.space-worthy.com.
I’m also grateful to my kids: Stephanie, Jennifer, Andrew, Ryan, Ansen and
McKenzie – for tolerating years and years of cartoon and comic madness.
And last, but not least, I would like to thank my wife Shiloah for her support for this project: not only did she help with research and make trips to the
library, she helped edit and proofread as well.
It goes without saying that while this book is heavily indebted to all of the
above – and I apologize to anyone I’ve left out – any errors and omissions are
my own.
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Preface (Second Edition)
With help from fans, scholars, historians and the final owner of
the Landon school (see below), I’ve been able to fill in some of the
previously mentioned gaps, though questions remain. This edition
includes more of Landon’s biographical information and over sixty
pages of new material, including Landon’s “How to Market Your
Ability” and two full editions of Landon’s “Pen and Ink” magazine.

Acknowledgements (Second Edition)
I would like to thank those who read the first edition and sent me
corrections, comments and additional information. I’m especially indebted to Donald A. Sater, the third and final owner of the Landon
School of Illustrating and Cartooning. Don was able to provide invaluable information about the fate of Landon’s school. I would also
like to thank Bruce C. Shults, a connoisseur of old comic strips and
Popeye arcana; Bruce has often pointed me towards eBay auctions
of old comics material useful to my research, even when those items
were of interest to him. You can check out Shults’s Web site here:
http://home.earthlink.net/~thimbletheatre/
John Mundt, Esquire, provided a wealth of information from his
own research on Landon’s early history, and forwarded additional
research done by Henry R. Timman of Norwalk, Ohio. Mundt’s informative and entertaining home on the Web can be found here:
http://www.johnmundtesquire.com/
John J. Nauer, who took the Landon course in 1950, provided some
insight into what it was like to take the course as it was nearing the
end of its life.
With all their help a few of the gaps in Landon’s story have been
filled in.
David House again brought his professional proof-reading skills to
this second edition. House has a new book out in his Space-Worthy
series: Survivor Planet. Check out a sample here:
http://www.space-worthy.com/Survivor_Planet.htm
I’m indebted to them all. Any errors or omissions are my own.
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Freckles and His
Friends, November
1918, by Merrill
Blosser. 34
Merrill Blosser,
Fred Neher and
P. H. Kadey all
took instruction
from Landon.

Illustration by P. H.
Kadey from Puddle to
Paradise, 1925. “This
booklet proved to be the
bestseller at the scene of
the Scopes ‘Monkey’ Trial
in Dayton, Tennessee, in
July, 1925. “ 40

OTTO WATT,
by Fred
Neher.
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termed in business, self-made men.
There is no doubt about the fact that there
are a great many young men living in small
towns who have ability for drawing, but who are
without the means to study in a resident school.
When I started the arrangement of a practical
system of instruction it was not my intention to
start a school for this work, but rather to train
men for the Scripps-McRae organization of newspapers. (They control about sixty.) I sent the folios of instruction, with plates, to various towns
in the vicinity of Cleveland, and the results were
so surprising that I commenced to construct the
organization of my present school. Five years ago
I broke away from the newspaper business, and
since that time have trained students who are
employed in all parts of the world.
The instructions are arranged along entirely original lines — in fact, I have broken away
from the old correspondence school idea entirely.
Carefully arranged instructions and thorough
criticism of all work submitted are producing results which you will find extremely interesting.
Of course the principal service I render to the
student, is pointing out along practical lines the
various steps which he must cover to understand
newspaper drawing and to hold down a position
on a newspaper staff. To my knowledge, I have
not had a student yet take a position who has
fallen down. My boys, and some girls, are employed in every city of any size in this country
and a number also in England, Hawaii, and other
places. – C. N. Landon

Introduction
Based in Cleveland Ohio, Charles Nelson
Landon’s mail order correspondence course on cartooning instructed uncounted numbers of young
cartoonists in the fundamentals of drawing and ink-

Landon wasn’t exaggerating when he described
his students as “boys and girls.” Carl Barks was
just fifteen when he talked his dad into letting him
subscribe to the course.1 In a 1982 interview, both
Barks and Floyd Gottfredson discussed their experience with the Landon School:

ing cartoon characters, influencing a generation of
artists. In a 1912 letter to School Arts Magazine,
Landon explains why he started the correspondence
school:

Bill Blackbeard: Carl, you mentioned that
you had taken a correspondence course
to study cartooning.
Carl Barks: Yes, I had to drop it because I
was too far away from it and the
post office.
Floyd Gottfredson: Which one did you
study?
Barks: The Landon School.
Gottfredson: I took two courses with them.
They had a regular course and an
advanced course, and I took both.
Barks: I only got about the first four
lessons of the first course.
Gottfredson: But it was a good course!
Barks: Oh, it was all right. I could see that
it had all the elements that I would need
to learn the cartoons.
Gottfredson: It’s all that you needed,
without any of the distractions of a real
school.
Barks: In 1916 or 1917.2

My experience as cartoonist and illustrator,
and later as art director for the Cleveland Press
and the Cleveland Leader, covering a period of
fifteen years, convinced me of the great need of
a practical training school for newspaper artists and artists engaged in commercial work in
general. The big art institutions are training
students for the higher branches of art work.
Very little attention, however, is given what is
commonly called “pot boiling.” At least, I found
in employing men for newspapers that the average art school graduate could do beautiful work
from models, but had a limited idea of how to
construct from memory. You will readily appreciate the fact that commercial artists necessarily
draw from memory to a great extent. His work is
entirely constructive and entirely different from
other branches of art work.
From my experience I found, also, that a great
many of the artists who are now successful on
newspapers, etc., gained their efficiency from
hard study, independent of the art school. They
came from small towns and are, what would be
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Carl Barks’s
early work for
the Calgary
Eye Opener.

The Dragon Lady from Milton
Caniff’s Terry And the Pirates.

In an interview published in Milton Caniff: Conversations, by R. C. Harvey, Caniff discusses some
of the possible reasons for this age range:
Caniff: Landon used to touch on this sort of thing.
He really trained you to be a newspaper artist.
Eisner: Landon? I don’t remember that now.
Caniff: C. N. Landon was his name… Charles.
Eisner: Yeah, yeah… That’s right. Now I
remember: “Draw me.”
Caniff: “Draw me” was Minneapolis. “Copy me”
was Landon – in Cleveland. It was Uncle Sam.
That’s what I used when I applied for the
course and, of course, was accepted
immediately. {laughter] No one was ever turned
down, unless you were under fifteen. That was
one rule he had – you had to be fifteen. I think
the reason for that was that below fifteen you
couldn’t get financial responsibility. Usually it
was your father or –
Eisner: Well, also it was signing an agreement.
Minors can’t.
Caniff: Yes, that too. Under fifteen a kid is not
responsible, with rare exception. I took it when
I was sixteen or so. 9

© New York Herald Tribune Inc.

Gottfredson was even younger than Barks when
he took the course: “When I was thirteen I started
studying cartooning by correspondence with the
C.N. Landon School of Cartooning and Illustrating
of Cleveland, Ohio ... Since the nearest art schools
were in Salt Lake City, correspondence courses
were the most practical way for me to go.”3 When
Roy Crane was “fourteen and growing up in Sweetwater, Texas, he had signed up for the ... course.”4
Milton Caniff: “When I was in the eighth grade I
took a correspondence course in cartooning. It was
the best one of its kind in its day. Many of the upand-coming men in the field took that course. It was
the Landon cartoon course, which no longer exists.”5
Gill Fox: “For my sixteenth birthday, my mother
and father gave me the Landon art correspondence
course, which many
of the famous artists
like Jack Cole and
Roy Crane had taken
... Landon was awfully, awfully good.
In the old-fashioned
style.”6 Jack Cole:
“At age fifteen, while
reading a magazine
he saw an advertisement for the Landon
A panel from the Jeanie comic strip
School of Cartooning
illustrated by Gill Fox.
and asked his parents to buy him mail correspondence art lessons.”7
Another account has Cole finding a creative way to
buy the course himself: “...Cole secretly saved up his
school lunch money to pay for the course, smuggling
sandwiches from home in the hollowed-out pages of
a book.”8

The cost of the course seemed to be about $20 to
$25, depending on whether or not you took special
instruction directly from Landon. According to Gil
Fox: “The course took about a year. If you bought
the course, you paid about $7-8. If you took instruction from him, which meant every week, you’d send
stuff to him and he’d correct it and send it back for
an additional $20. I had to take the cheaper way,
but I swore to myself that I would religiously follow
it, and it worked.”10 Not everyone could afford it.
Mort Walker recalls he couldn’t afford Landon or

10

W. L. Evans, Landon’s chief competitor:

ciation, a distributor of comics and other features. Not wishing to discourage a potential
student, Landon assured us, after a brief look
at a few of my sample cartoons, that a career
in cartooning was just the ticket for me, and
a little later, while taking the course, I had
the thrill of seeing my first cartoon in print
in The Lantern, my junior high school magazine. That was in 1925. 13

Dorf: What was the extent of your formal
training? Did you take the Landon
course by any chance, like everybody else?
Walker: I saw some of the Landon course. I
never took it. I never could afford it. I didn’t
have the five bucks or whatever it cost.
W. L. Evans tried to get me to take his course.
He used to write me all these letters and try
to get me to take his course. I think, it was
$7.50 or something, and I couldn’t afford it.11

Roy Paul Nelson in Cartooning also notes the celebrity status of cartooning in the early 1900s:

Roy Crane recalled “my early investment of $25
in the Landon course paid off.” 12
It’s easy to see why so many were drawn to the
idea of a career in cartooning. In the early 1900s,
cartoonists were treated like celebrities. Jud Hurd,

© Jud Hurd

By all odds the most influential correspondence
course – partly because it came along at the right
time, when careers in cartooning were as glamorous
as, later, careers in the movies appeared to be, and
partly because its instigator was an impressive if not
widely published cartoonist (he was a syndicate executive) – was The Landon Course of Cartooning out
of Cleveland... Other correspondence courses came
along. Several still operate today...but no course of
today could possibly stimulate the dreams of greatness that the Landon course did. 14

Illustration by Jud Hurd.

in his book Cartoon Success Secrets, discusses the
excitement generated when a famous cartoonist
would visit his hometown of Cleveland, Ohio.
They were royally welcomed by the mayor
and given a key to the city... the promise and
excitement of a career in cartooning seemed
more and more appealing to me, especially when the magazine advertisements for
correspondence courses in cartooning caught
my eye. These assured youthful readers like
me that taking the advertised course would
result in attaining the same fame and fortune reached by the famous cartoonists who
had previously completed the lessons.
It wasn’t long before my mother and I visited the downtown Cleveland office of one of
the best known of these courses, the one operated by C. N. Landon, who had been art
director of the Newspaper Enterprise Asso-
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Celebrity and “dreams of greatness” were fanned,
of course, by Landon himself. Small ads – placed
in such magazines as Cartoons Magazine, Popular
Mechanics, Popular Science Monthly, Photoplay,
and others – were aimed at young men: “[The] same
simplified
method
that has helped train
creators of ‘Steve Canyon,’ ‘Winnie Winkle,’
‘Out Our Way,’ ‘Secret Agent X-9,’ ‘The
Neighbors,’
‘Reg’lar
Fellers,’ ‘Strange As It
Seems,’ and many others. Send 10 cents for
Picture Chart (to test
your ability), and full
details. (State age.)”
Or he ran larger, fullpage ads like the one Reg’lar Fellers by Gene Byrnes.31
on page 12. If you answered the ad you would get a small promotional
booklet like the one reproduced on pages 21-29.
Other ads – like the one reprinted on page 164 –
were clearly aimed at getting industry professionals
to send referrals to Landon: “To Cartoonists: EVERY cartoonist is confronted almost daily with the
problem of advising young men and women with re-

Small “classified” style ad that Landon placed in major magazines.

Landon’s Students
A partial list of professional cartoonists who took the Landon Correspondence Course,
compliled from the sources listed on the “notes” page. This list is almost certainly
incomplete – if you know of any artist or writer who should be added, contact the editor
at johngarvin@bendbroadband.com.

Roger Armstrong (Comic strip Napoleon and Uncle Elby, others)38
Carl Barks (Disney comics: Donald Duck, creator of Uncle Scrooge)
Allen Bellman (Timely comics: worked on Captain America, others)
Merrill Blosser (Early comic strip: Freckles and his Friends)
Martin Branner (Comic strip: Winnie Winkle)
Gene Byrnes (Early comic strip: Reg’lar Fellers)
George Clark (Comic strip: The Neighbors)
Sid Couchey (Harvey comics: Richie Rich, Little Dot, others)
Milton Caniff (Comic strip creator: Terry and the Pirates, Steve Canyon)
Jack Cole (Comic book: Plastic Man)
Wood Cowan (Comic strips: Mom ‘N Pop, Them Were the Days, Sissy )
Roy Crane (Comic strip creator: Wash Tubbs and Captain Easy, Buzz Sawyer)
William Donahey (The Teenie Weenies)
Edwina Dumm (Early comic strip: Cap Stubbs and Tippie)
Ric Estrada (DC comics and others, Eerie magazine)
Gil Fox (DC, Quality comics, others)
Paul Fung Sr. (Early comic strips: Dumb Dora, Polly and her Pals)
Floyd Gottfredson (Disney comic strip: Mickey Mouse)
Vince Hamlin (Comic strip: Alley Oop)
Ethel Hays (Comic strip: Flapper Fanny Says)43
Ralph Hershberger (Cartoonist: Life-Laffs daily panel, Funny Business)
John Hix (Comic strip: Srange As It Seems)
Bill Holman (Comic strip creator: Smokey Stover)
Jud Hurd (Comic strip: Health Capsules, others; creator Cartoonist PROfiles)
Graham Hunter (Comic strip: Jolly Jingles)
P. H. Kadey (Illustrator: various Christian Magazines)39
Ed Kuekes (Pulitzer Prize winning editorial cartoonist of the Cleveland Plain Dealer)
Stanley Link (Tiny Tim)
Fred Locher (Early comic strip: Cicero Sapp)
Phil Love (Cartoonist, columnist in Cartoonist Profiles, features editor)41
Edgar Martin (Comic strip: Boots and Her Buddies)
Bill Mauldin (Stars and Stripes comic panel: Willie and Joe)
Henry Maust (Editorial cartoonist)
Ken Muse (Comic strip: Wayout)
Robert Naylor (Comic strips: Barney Baxter, Jerry on the Job, Big Sister)
Fred Neher (Early comic strips: Doo-Dads, Otto Watt, others)
Gladys Parker (Comic strip: Gay and her Gang, Flapper Fanny, Mopsy)
Francis “Mike” Parks (Editorial cartoonist)
Allen Saunders (Comic strip writer: Steve Roper, others)37
Frederick Siebel (Magazine illustrator)
Dorman H. Smith (Editorial Cartoonist)
Dow Walling (Comic strip: Skeets, Campus Cowboys)
J.R. Williams (Comic strip: Out Our Way)
Chic Young (Comic strip: Blondie)
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About the Author

the Press and several other newspapers. The results produced by his course so completely fulfilled
newspaper requirements that the organization of
the Landon School followed. He rented space in an
office building, hired a stenographer with an abundant supply of printing and advertising literature
and officially opened the Landon School of Cartooning” (Sypulski).
Evidence of Landon’s success can be found in
the organizations he belonged to: the Union Club,
Mayfield Country Club, Shaker Heights Country
Club, Cleveland Athletic Club, Cleveland Rotary
Club, and the Hermit Club. Landon was also a
board member of the Cleveland Art Museum. In
1916 “he built one of the modern homes in Shaker
Heights.” Landon was also a member of the Newspaper Cartoonists’ Association of Cleveland, and
published at least one book – a signed, limited edition portfolio of caricatures titled Clevelanders: “As
We See ‘Em” in 1904.
According to Landon’s obituary, Ray Long, a
well-known newspaperman, secured Landon a job
as manager of the art department of the Cosmopolitan magazine in New York, where he became
acquainted with “such well-known personages as
Charles Dana Gibson.” Roy Crane remembered
Landon, known as “Nelt” to his friends, as a “pipevoiced man who favored selected sartorial elegance
like celluloid cuffs and spats.”44 In 1932, because of
ailing health, Landon resigned his position in New
York (Printer’s Ink, 1932) and returned to Cleveland, where he died on May 17, 1937, at the age
of 59. He is buried in Norwalk at the Woodlawn
Cemetery.45

Charles Nelson
Landon was born in
Rochester, New York,
on December 19, 1878.
His father, Edgerton
R. Landon, moved to
Cleveland in 1880 to
open a chain of tea
and coffee stores. According to A History
of Cleveland and Its
Environs (The Lewis
Publising Company,
1918), C. N. Landon was educated in the public
schools of Norwalk, graduating from high school in
1897. “As a boy he manifested a natural aptitude
for drawing and developed these talents largely by
practical application and by close study of the best
work ofhis contemporaries and the old masters”
(499).
Beginning in 1900 he spent twelve years with
The Cleveland Press, producing – according to his
own promotional materials – more than 10,000
drawings “including cartoons based upon politics,
news events, sports and many other types of comics.” Assignments included travel to the major political conventions to create caricatures. During
his last five years at the Press he managed the art
department, which is where he learned to develop
new talent. Later he became the art director of
the Newspaper Enterprise Association, one of the
largest syndicates of its day. In 1908-9 “Landon developed a practical course of training to teach the
principles of cartooning to secure new artists for

About the Editor

ters – a craft learned from the late Disney legend
Carl Barks. He is currently at work on an illustrated book titled After The Good Artist: Learning to
Paint Like Carl Barks. In 2008 Garvin wrote and
published the first edition of The Landon School
of Illustrating and Cartooning, a history of the
19th Century correspondence course that shaped
a generation of cartoonists, including Roy Crane,
Milton Caniff, and Chic Young. In 2009, Garvin’s
comic strip “Peggy” was a semifinalist in Andrews
McMeel Publishing’s “Comic Strip Superstar” contest, hosted on Amazon.com. The strip was judged
by comic professionals including Garry Trudeau
and Lynn Johnston. Garvin obtained his MA in
Literature from the University of Oregon in 1989.

John Garvin
is an artist, designer, and writer who
has written and
directed numerous
award-winning video games, including
Resistance: Retribution and the Syphon Filter series.
At his studio in the
high desert of Central Oregon, Garvin
paints “fine art” oils
of cartoon charac-
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